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The Mind’s Machine, introduced in 2012, was written to impart
the core concepts of behavioral neuroscience to students in a
diverse range of disciplines, including not only psychology
and the other life sciences, but art, philosophy, media studies,
linguistics, and the like. Through the use of streamlined text,
full-color art, novel pedagogical features, and real-life examples and analogies, the book succeeded in engaging students
new to neuroscience without sacrificing accuracy.

Neil V. Watson and the members of his lab at Simon Fraser

Put to the test by faculty and students, The Mind’s Machine
proved itself to be accessible and reader-friendly—not to mention affordably priced—and the new Second Edition is no less
so. Here’s a sample of what professors are saying:

“The writing style is great—almost like you are having a
conversation with someone rather than reading a textbook.”
—Joseph H. Porter, Virginia Commonwealth University

“The students’ response was very positive. They found the
writing very clear, the visual summaries very helpful, and the
animations particularly supportive of their studying efforts.
Students also commented positively on the availability of
the textbook in electronic format; in addition, they really
liked the textbook’s website.”
—Evangelia Chrysikou, University of Kansas

“This is an inexpensive yet comprehensive book.”
—Carmen Westerberg, Texas State University
If you are teaching a brain and behavior, biopsychology, or
physiological psychology course, you will want to consider
this book!

University in Vancouver, Canada study sex-related aspects of
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and Chair of Psychology. He teaches biological psychology to
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S. Marc Breedlove, the Barnett Rosenberg Professor of
Neuroscience at Michigan State University, has written over
130 scientific articles investigating the role of hormones in
shaping the developing and adult nervous system, publishing in journals including Science, Nature, Nature Neuroscience,
and the Proceedings of the National Academy of Science. He is also
passionate about teaching—in the classroom, and in the greater
community through interviews with the Washington Post, Los
Angeles Times, New York Times, and Newsweek, as well as broadcast programs such as All Things Considered, Good Morning
America, and Sixty Minutes. He has active grant support from
the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke
and the National Institute of Mental Health. Dr. Breedlove is
a Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science and the Association for Psychological Science.
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MEDIA AND SUPPLEMENTS
FOR THE INSTRUCTOR
Biological Psychology NewsLink
2e.mindsmachine.com/news
This invaluable online resource includes
links to thousands of news stories, all organized by both keyword and textbook chapter. The site is updated daily, so it includes
up-to-the-minute information, providing
instructors with the latest news in the
field—great for use in lecture. The site also
helps students make connections between
the science of biological psychology and
their daily lives and keeps them apprised
of the latest developments in the field.

FOR THE STUDENT
Companion Website
2e.mindsmachine.com
The Companion Website for The Mind’s Machine,
Second Edition contains a wide range of resources to engage students and help them master
the material presented in the textbook. Key
resources are linked throughout the printed text
via QR codes and direct Web addresses, making
access to animations and videos easy from any
mobile device or computer. The site includes the
following resources:
•C
 hapter Outlines provide an overview of
each chapter.
• Extensive Study Questions help students
master the full range of material in each
chapter.
• Animations illustrate many of the complex,
dynamic concepts and processes of biological
psychology.
•V
 ideos present real-world examples of some
of the key concepts and conditions discussed
in the textbook.
• Activities reinforce knowledge of key structures and processes.
• Online versions of the Visual Summaries include links to all figures and online resources.
•O
 nline Quizzes (multiple-choice and essay
questions) test the student’s grasp of the material, with results stored in an online gradebook
(instructor registration required).
•F
 lashcards facilitate effective review of the
many new terms introduced in the textbook.
• “ A Step Further” offers advanced coverage of
selected topics.
• A Glossary provides quick access to definitions of all important terminology.

(available to qualified adopters)

Instructor’s Resource Library

The Mind’s Machine Instructor’s Resource Library includes a variety of
resources to aid you in planning your course, developing your lectures,
and assessing your students. The IRL includes the following resources:
•F
 igures and Tables: All of the figures, photos, and tables from the textbook are provided as both high-resolution and low-resolution JPEGs,
optimized for use in classroom presentations.
•P
 owerPoint Resources: Two PowerPoint presentations are provided for
each chapter of the textbook:
◦ All figures, photos, and tables
◦ A complete lecture outline, including selected figures
• Videos: New for the Second Edition, a robust
collection of video segments from the BBC and
other sources brings to life may of the important
concepts discussed in the textbook. Excellent as
lecture-starters and discussion topics.
•A
 nimations: The full set of animations from the Companion Website, to
help illustrate key concepts and dynamic processes.
• I nstructor’s Manual and Test Bank in Word format (see below for details).
• Computerized Test Bank: The entire Test Bank is provided in Diploma
format (software included), making it easy to quickly assemble exams
using any combination of publisher-provided and instructor-written
questions. Exams can be exported from Diploma to many different course
management systems, such as Blackboard and Moodle.

NEW!

Instructor’s Manual (included in the Instructor’s Resource Library)
The Mind’s Machine Instructor’s Manual includes useful resources for planning your course and lectures. For each chapter of the textbook, it includes
the following:
• A Chapter Overview that gives a big-picture snapshot of what is covered
in the chapter
• A complete Chapter Outline
• A set of Key Concepts that break the chapter down into its core elements
•R
 eferences for Lecture Development, including books, articles, and
online resources
• The complete list of Key Terms from the chapter
Test Bank (included in the Instructor’s Resource Library)
Revised for the Second Edition, the Test Bank includes a comprehensive
set of exam questions for each chapter of the textbook. Multiple-choice,
fill-in-the-blank, short-answer, matching, and essay questions cover the
full range of material in each chapter, at a variety of levels. All questions
are referenced to specific textbook headings and to Bloom’s taxonomy categories. The Test Bank also includes all of the questions from the Companion Website online quizzes.
Online Quizzing

The Companion Website includes online quizzes (with both multiple-choice and
essay questions) that can be assigned by instructors or used as self-review exercises.
Quizzes can be customized with any combination of publisher-provided questions
and instructor-created questions, and can be assigned individually. Results of the
quizzes are stored in the online gradebook. (Instructors must register in order for
their students to be able to take the quizzes.)
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A CHAPTER-BY-CHAPTER SAMPLING OF NEW CONTENT
(Every chapter includes updated references, amounting to hundreds of new citations.)
1. An Introduction to Brain
and Behavior

• Updated and new facts and figures to
illustrate the complexity of the brain
• Discussion of the historical origins and
accelerating pace of discovery in
neuroscience
• Enhanced discussion of neuroplasticity
as a general feature of neural systems

2. Cells and Structures: The
Anatomy of the Nervous System

• Signs & Symptoms: Stroke
• Revamped discussion of somatic and
autonomic divisions of the peripheral
nervous system
• Improved illustrations using color coding
to link functional and anatomical
divisions of the spinal cord
• Improved discussion of the blood supply
of the brain
• New or improved figures depicting types
of strokes, cranial nerves, and neuronal
structures

3. Neurophysiology: The Generation, Transmission, and
Integration of Neural Signals

• Signs & Symptoms: Multiple
Sclerosis
• Improved discussion of steps in synaptic
transmission
• Refinement of the text in the Visual
Summary

4. The Chemistry of Behavior:
Neurotransmitters and
Neuropharmacology

• Signs & Symptoms: Medical
Interventions for Substance Abuse
• Improved and expanded discussion
of neurotransmitters
• Updated discussion of cannabinoids
and hallucinogens
• Updated text and figures on drug abuse
• Updates to reflect DSM-5 changes

5. The Sensorimotor System

• Signs & Symptoms: Hazards of
Painlessness
• Updated placement of representation
for the neck in the sensory and motor
cortex, following a 2015 research report

6. Hearing, Balance, Taste,
and Smell

• Signs & Symptoms: Restoring
Auditory Stimulation in Deafness
• New and improved description and
illustrations of the function and frequency
mapping of the basilar membrane
• Updated discussion of sensory
adaptations in other species
• Clearer presentation of vestibular
function

7. Vision: From Eye to Brain

• Signs & Symptoms: Robot Eyes?
• Improved discussion of visual
receptive fields
• Streamlined discussion of photopic
and scotopic visual systems

8. Hormones and Sex

• Signs & Symptoms: Psychosocial
Dwarfism
• Discussion of effects of hormones
in pregnancy on cognition
• Updated discussion of prenatal influences on human sexual orientation

9. Homeostasis: Active Regulation
of the Internal Environment

• Signs & Symptoms: Fat-Busting
Surgery
• New discussion of allostatic load
• Updated discussion and improved
illustration of the hypothalamic appetite
controller
• New illustration of bariatric surgery

10. Biological Rhythms and Sleep
• Signs & Symptoms: REM Behavior
Disorder
• Updated discussion of brain regions
controlling sleep states
• Discussion of new evidence that toxins
are “cleaned out” of the brain during
sleep

11. Emotions, Aggression,
and Stress

• Signs & Symptoms: Long-term
consequences of childhood bullying
• Update on fear of suffocation in
patient S.M.
• Discussion of maternal aggression

12. Psychopathology: The Biology
of Behavioral Disorders

• Signs & Symptoms: Mixed Feelings
about SSRIs
• New discussion and reorganization
to reflect changes in DSM-5
• Extensive update to the description of
schizophrenia, with a new symptommapping table
• Improved coverage of antipsychotic
medication
• New data and discussion regarding the
efficacy of antidepressant treatments

13. Memory, Learning, and
Development

• Signs & Symptoms: Imaging
Alzheimer’s Plaques
• Update on patient K.C., Kent Cochrane
• New figure on hippocampal place cells

14. Attention and Consciousness

• Signs & Symptoms: Difficulty with
sustained attention can sometimes be
relieved with stimulants
• Streamlined discussion of attentional
processes
• Updated and expanded discussion of
consciousness, adding material on the
default mode network
• New table on aspects of consciousness
in other species
• Discussion of frontal lobe syndromes
• Discussion of recreation of mental
experiences from measurements of
brain activity

15. Brain Asymmetry, Spatial
Cognition, and Language

• Signs & Symptoms: The Amazing
Resilience of a Child’s Brain
• Updated discussion of genetic aspects
of communication
• Improved coverage of neural bases
of dyslexia
• Updated discussion of laterality
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FEATURES

VISUAL SUMMARY
2e.mindsmachine.com/vs2

VISUAL SUMMARY
2

A graphic layout helps
organize the material,
and directs students to
the figures that reinforce
each point. Bold-faced key
terms, callouts to pertinent
figures, and references to
the Companion Website
are provided.

You should be able to relate each summary to the adjacent illustration, including structures and processes. Go to the online
version of this summary (scan the QR code above) for links to figures, animations, and activities that will help you consolidate the material.

1 Neurons (nerve cells) are the basic units of the
nervous system. The typical neuron has four
main parts: (1) dendrites, which receive
information; (2) the cell body (soma), which
integrates the information; (3) an axon, which
carries impulses from the neuron; and (4) axon
terminals, which transmit the neuron’s signals to
other cells. Neurons almost universally feature
an input zone, an integration zone, a conduction zone, and an output zone. Review Figure
2.1, Animation 2.2

3 Neurons make functional contacts with other
cells at specialized junctions called
synapses. By changing their shape or
function in response to experiences,
synapses exhibit neural plasticity. At most
synapses a chemical neurotransmitter
released from the presynaptic membrane
diffuses across the synaptic cleft and binds
to special neurotransmitter receptor
molecules in the postsynaptic membrane.
Review Figure 2.4

2 Neurons take numerous forms, and may
be multipolar, bipolar, or unipolar. The
exact shape of a neuron is determined by
the type of information it gathers, the
processing it performs, and the destination
to which it transmits the processed
information. Thus each neuron gathers,
analyzes, and transmits information.
Review Figure 2.3, Box 2.1, Activity 2.1

4 To the naked eye, the nervous system of
vertebrates is divided into central nervous
system (CNS—the brain and spinal cord)
and peripheral nervous system. The
peripheral nervous system in turn, consists
of two parts: the somatic nervous system
and the autonomic nervous system.
Twelve pairs of cranial nerves, which
make up one part of the somatic nervous
system, arise from the brain to directly take
in information or send out commands to
the body, mostly the head and neck.
Review Figures 2.6 and 2.7, Activity 2.2

Flow of
information

A STEP FURTHER
This feature offers additional, more advanced
material for the instructor or student.

MARGINAL
GLOSSARY
Bold-faced terms
are defined in the
margins of the text
to help students
identify and learn
key terminology as
Go to 2e.mindsmachine.com
for study
they read.
Cells and struCtures
43

the brain. Fine vessels and capillaries branching off from the arteries deliver nutrients and other substances to brain cells and remove waste products. In contrast to
capillaries in the rest of the body, capillaries in the brain are highly resistant to the
passage of large molecules across their walls and into neighboring neurons. This
blood-brain barrier probably evolved to help protect the brain from infections and
blood-borne toxins, but it also makes the delivery of drugs to the brain more difficult. You can learn more about the brain’s elaborate vascular system in A STEP FURTHER 2.1, on the website.

how’s it going
1. name the three meninges, and describe how they’re organized. Identify one

special characteristic of each.

2. What is CsF? What function does it serve, where does it come from, and

where does it go?

?
6.
7.

blood-brain barrier the mechanisms
that make the movement of substances
from blood vessels into brain cells more
difficult than exchanges in other body
organs, thus affording the brain greater
protection from exposure to some substances found in the blood.
stroke damage to a region of brain
tissue that results from the blockage or
rupture of vessels that supply blood to
that region.
transient ischemic attack (TIA)
a temporary blood restriction to part of
the brain that causes strokelike symptoms that quickly resolve, serving as a
warning of elevated stroke risk.

3. describe the ventricular system of the brain.
4. What is the blood-brain barrier?

SIGNS

&

SYMPTOMS

Stroke

NEW!

SIGNS &
SYMPTOMS
This feature highlights
important clinical issues
related to the chapter
that apply behavioral
neuroscience to the study
of clinical disorders.

the general term stroke applies to a situation in which a clot, a narrowing, or
a rupture interrupts the supply of blood to a particular brain region, causing the
affected region to stop functioning or die (FIGURE 2.18). although the exact effects of stroke depend on the region of the brain that is affected, the five most
common warning signs are sudden numbness or weakness, altered vision, dizziness, severe headache, and confusion or difficulty speaking. effective treatments are available to help restore blood flow and minimize the long-term effects of a stroke, but only if the victim is treated immediately. some people
experience temporary strokelike symptoms lasting for a few minutes. Caused
by a brief interruption of blood supply to some part of the brain, this transient
ischemic attack, or TIA, (from the Greek ischemia, “interrupted blood”) is a
serious warning sign that a major stroke may be imminent, and it should be
treated as a medical emergency.
FIGURE 2.18 Stroke
A hemorrhagic
stroke occurs
when a rupture
in an artery allows
blood to leak into
the brain.

In ischemic stroke,
clots or other debris
prevent blood from
reaching a region of
the brain, causing it
to die.

Rupture
Anterior cerebral
artery
Middle cerebral
artery
Internal carotid
artery

Blockage

“HOW’S IT GOING?”
QUESTIONS
At the end of each section
are review questions to help
students organize and
rehearse what they’ve
learned from the text.
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CHAPTER 2

RESEARCHERS
AT WORK

researchers at work
Subtractive analysis isolates specific brain activity
Modern brain imaging provides dramatic pictures showing the particular brain regions that are activated during
specific cognitive processes; there are many such images
in this book. But if you do a PET scan of a normal person,
you find that almost all of the brain is active at any given
moment (showing that the old notion that “we use only
10% of our brain” is nonsense). How do researchers obtain these highly specific images of brain activity?
In order to associate specific brain regions with particular cognitive operations, researchers developed a
sort of algebraic technique, in which activity during one
behavioral condition is subtracted from activity during a
FIGURE 2.20

different condition. So, for example, the data from a control PET scan made while a person was gazing at a blank
wall might be subtracted from a PET scan collected while
that person studied a complex visual stimulus. Averaged
over enough trials, the specific regions that are almost always active during the processing task become apparent,
even though, on casual inspection, a single experimental
scan might not look much different from a single control
scan (FIGURE 2.20). It is important to keep in mind that
although functional brain images seem unambiguous and
easy to label, they are subject to a variety of procedural
and experimental limitations (Racine et al., 2005).

Important discoveries
are explained and
illustrated to highlight
the process of
experimentation and
hypothesis testing.

Isolating Specific Brain Activity

■ Hypothesis

Brain regions engaged in a specific behavior can be isolated by algebraic means,
subtracting resting scans from scans during activity.

BOXES

■ Test
Subjects are scanned
twice—once while looking at a
blank screen,and once while
looking at test stimuli. The
control scan is then subtracted
from the test scan.

Visual stimulus

–

=

Resulting brain activity

■ Result
By repeating the process and
averaging the results across
multiple subjects, a stable
“difference image”
showing activation of just a
few brain regions is formed.

Difference image

Difference images from
several subjects are added
together and averaged…

+

Boxes describe interesting
applications, important
methods, sidelights,
historical perspectives, or
refreshers on theoretical
concepts.

Control

BOX +
+
2.1 Visualizing

…to arrive at a “mean difference image”
that shows the most active brain areas
across subjects in an experiment.

+
=
the Cellular
Structure
of the Brain

In the mid-1800s, dyes used to color fabrics provided a breakthrough in anatomical studies. Preserved nerve cells treated
The activated brain regions in the difference image—in this case,
the occipital
cortex—are
withinthese
dyes suddenly
becomeselectively
vivid,
involved in the particular cognitive processing required by the and
stimulus.
hidden parts become evident. Different dyes have special affinities for different parts of the cell, such as membranes,
the cell body, or the sheaths surrounding
axons.
Two traditional cell stains allow detailed
study of the size and shape of neurons.
Golgi stains fill the whole cell, including
details such as dendritic spines (FIGURE
A). For reasons that remain a mystery, this
technique stains only a small number of
cells, each of which stands out in dramatic
contrast to adjacent unstained cells. This
property makes Golgi staining useful for
identifying the type and shape of cells in a
region. In contrast, Nissl stains outline all
cell bodies because the dyes are attracted
to RNA distributed within the cell (FIGURE
B). Nissl stains allow us to measure cell
body size and the density of cells in particular regions.
In a procedure known as autoradiography, cells are manipulated into taking
photographs of themselves. For example,
in order to identify the parts of the brain

■ Conclusion

that are affected by a newly discovered
Mean difference image
drug, experimenters might bathe thin
sections of brain tissue in a solution with
a radioactively labeled form of the drug.
Time is allowed for the radioactive drug to
reach its target, and then the brain sections
are rinsed and placed on slides covered
with photographic emulsion. Radioactivity
emitted by the labeled drug in the tissue
“exposes” the emulsion—like light striking
film—producing a collection of fine, dark
grains wherever the drug has accumulated.
Another method for labeling cells that
have an attribute in common—termed
immunocytochemistry (ICC)—capitalizes
on the affinity of antibodies for specific
proteins. Brain slices are exposed to
antibodies that are selective for a particular protein of interest (it is possible to
make antibodies for almost any protein).
After time is allowed for the antibodies to
attach to molecules of the target protein,
unattached antibodies are rinsed off and
chemical treatments make the antibodies
visible. The process reveals only those cells
that were making that particular protein
(FIGURE C). A related procedure, called
in situ hybridization, goes a step further
and, using radioactively labeled lengths

(A) Golgi stain

(B) Nissl stain

(C) Immunocytochemistry

(D) Expression of c-fos in activated cells

of nucleic acid (RNA or DNA), identifies
neurons in which a gene of interest has
been turned on.
When neurons become more active,
they tend to express immediate early
genes (IEGs), such as c-fos. By using ICC
to label the IEG product, researchers can
identify brain regions that were active
during particular behaviors being performed by the animal shortly before it was
sacrificed (FIGURE D).
Some research questions are most
concerned with connections between brain
regions, so methods for labeling axon
pathways have also been developed. The
old way to do this was simply to damage
neurons of interest and then look for their
degenerating axons. Newer procedures
accomplish the same goal via injection of
radioactively labeled amino acids into a
collection of cell bodies. These radioactive molecules are taken up by the cell,
incorporated into proteins, and transported
to the tips of the axons (a process termed
anterograde labeling), where they are
then visualized through autoradiography,
described above.
Alternatively, the cells of origin of a
particular set of axons can be identified
using a tract tracer such as horseradish
peroxidase (HRP), an enzyme found in the
roots of horseradish. HRP is taken up into
the axon at the terminals and transported
back to the cell body, where it is readily
visualized (a process known as retrograde
labeling) (FIGURE E). All along the way,
visible reaction products are formed—akin
to footprints along a pathway. (Figure
A courtesy of Timothy DeVoogd; C from
Daniele and MacDermott, 2009; D from
Sunn et al., 2002; E courtesy of Dale
Sengelaub.)
(E) HRP-filled motoneuron

The SenSorimoTor SySTem

(A)

(B)

Normally, the hand region
of S1 lies between the
regions representing the
upper arm and the face.
Hand

Arm
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FIGURE 5.10 Plasticity in Somatosensory
Cortex (After T. T. Yang et al., 1994.)

After the loss of one hand, the cortical
regions representing the upper arm and face
expand, taking over the cortical region
previously representing the missing hand.

PARTS

Central
sulcus

Larger, standalone
“Parts” of chapters are
written discretely to
maximize flexibility in
assigning readings.

Face

Region formerly
stimulated by
receptors in the
hand now
responds to touch
on face or arm.

PART II
Pain: The Body’s Emergency Signaling System
Watson
Foundations
of Brain
and Behavior
2e is at best a mixed blessing. The International
One
important
aspect
of body
sensation
Fig. 05.10, #0513
Association
for the Study of Pain defines pain as “an unpleasant sensory and emo04/15/15
tional experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage, or described in
terms of such damage.” Pain forcefully guides our behavior in several ways that minimize the risk to our bodies (Dennis and Melzack, 1983). Immediate, short-lasting
pain causes us to withdraw from the source, often reflexively, thus preventing further
damage. Longer-lasting pain encourages behaviors, such as sleep, inactivity, grooming, feeding, and drinking, that promote recuperation. And the pain-related social
communication—grimacing, groaning, shrieking, and the rest of the miserable lineup—provides a warning to kin and elicits caregiving behaviors from them, including
grooming, defending, and feeding.

pain The discomfort normally associated with tissue damage.

PHOTOGRAPHS
Photographs show
students “real-life”
examples of concepts
and topics.

Human Pain Varies in Several Dimensions
Learning, experience, emotion, and culture all affect our perception of pain in striking
ways, and these factors may strongly influence people’s descriptions of pain, ranging
from an apparent absence of pain in badly injured soldiers and athletes, to the anguish
of a child with a paper cut. A widely used quantitative measure of pain perception—
the McGill Pain Questionnaire (Melzack, 1984)—asks people to select words that tap
three different dimensions of pain:
1. The sensory-discriminative dimension (e.g., throbbing, gnawing, shooting)
2. The motivational-affective (emotional) dimension (e.g., tiring, sickening, fearful)
3. An overall cognitive-evaluative dimension (e.g., no pain, mild, excruciating)
Researchers found that people use different constellations of descriptors in various
forms of pain: tooth pain is described differently from arthritic pain, which in turn is
described differently from menstrual pain. This more detailed analysis provides better
information for the diagnosis and treatment of illness.

Doesn’t That Hurt? Although it might
seem like a blessing, people with congenital insensitivity to pain, like the “Human Pincushion” pictured here (Dearborn, 1932), tend to die young as a
consequence of repeated body injuries.
We’ll meet a little girl growing up with
the hazards of insensitivity to pain at
The SenSorimoTor SySTem
the end of this chapter. (Photograph by
Culver Pictures, Inc.)

A Discrete Pain Pathway Projects from Body to Brain
Most tissues of the body (but not all) contain receptors specialized for detecting painful stimuli. These receptors are particularly well studied in the skin; in this section we
discuss some features of these receptors, along with the peripheral and CNS pathways
that mediate pain.

3 The action potentials synapse

4 The muscle spindle also excites

COLOR ART
Beautifully drawn figures
aid the students’ understanding of biological
processes. Concisely
labeled and explained,
the figures are one of the
strongest pedagogical
features in the text.

onto motoneurons in the spinal
cord that cause the biceps to
contract, restoring the arm to its
original position.

interneurons that inhibit triceps
motoneurons, causing the triceps to
relax when the biceps contracts.
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FIGURE 5.21 The Stretch Reflex Circuit
To see the animation
The Stretch Reflex Circuit,
go to

Sensory
nerve

2e.mindsmachine.com/5.4
2 The stretch excites

the muscle spindle,
which sends action
potentials to the
dorsal spinal cord.

Motor
nerves
Biceps
muscle

Triceps
muscle

1 A weight dropped
into the hand
stretches the
biceps muscle.

The spinal cord mediates “automatic” responses and
Watson Foundations
of Brain
Behavior 2e
receives
inputs from
theandbrain
Fig. 05.20, #0525

To04/15/15
really understand the physiology of movement, we need to understand how the
“final common pathway” is controlled by the CNS. The lowest level of this hierarchy is the spinal cord, where relatively simple circuits produce reflexive behavioral
responses to sensory stimuli. A straightforward example is the stretch reflex, illus-

QR CODES
Using their smartphones,
students can instantly access
support material from the
Companion Website. The
short Web address shown
can also be typed into any
computer browser.
stretch reflex The contraction of a
muscle in response to stretch of that
muscle.
pyramidal system

Also called corti-
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The Sensorimotor
System

Each chapter begins
with a gripping vignette
relating the material
that follows to a real-life
situation.

What You See Is What You Get

To see the video
Sensory Systems,
go to
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Ian Waterman had a perfectly ordinary life

young and determined person, so he started

until he caught a viral infection at age 19.

teaching himself how to walk using another

For reasons no one understands, the infection

source of feedback about his body: his vi-

targeted a very specific set of nerves send-

sion. Now, as long as the lights are on, Ian

ing information from his body to his brain.

can carefully watch his moving body to judge

Ian can still feel pain or deep pressure, as

which motor commands to send out to keep

well as warm and cool surfaces on his skin,

walking. If the lights go out, however, he col-

but he has no sensation of light touch below

lapses, and he has learned that in that circum-

his neck. What’s more, although Ian can still

stance he just has to lie where he is until the

move all of his muscles, he receives no infor-

lights come on again. He has so finely honed

mation about muscle activity or body position

this ability to guide movements with vision

(Cole, 1995). You might think this deficiency

that if asked to point repeatedly to the same

wouldn’t cause any problem, because you’ve

location in the air, he does so more accurate-

probably never thought much about your

ly than control subjects do. Still, it’s a mental

“body sense”; it’s not even one of the five

drain to have to watch and attend constantly

senses that people talk about, is it?

to his body just to do everyday tasks.

In fact, however, the loss of this information

Today Ian has a good job and an active,

was devastating. Ian couldn’t walk across a

independent life, but he is always vigilant.

room without falling down, and he couldn’t

Lying in bed, he has to be very careful to re-

walk up or down stairs. The few other people

main calm, tethering his limbs with the covers

suffering a loss like this have spent the rest

to prevent them from flailing about. And the

of their lives in wheelchairs. But Ian was a

lights are always on at Ian’s house.
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very species, including our own, is surrounded by forms of environmental energy
that may signal life-or-death events. Molecules in the air are sensed as odors—
of food, or mates, or smoke. Vibrations traveling through air are perceived as sounds,
ranging from infant cries to the roar of a predator (or a waterfall). Light particles reflected from surfaces present a visual representation of the world. And because species
differ in the environmental features they must sense for survival, evolution has endowed each species with its own unique set of capabilities. Bats are specially equipped
to detect their own ultrasonic cries, which we humans are unable to hear. Some snakes
have infrared-sensing organs in their faces that allow them to “see” heat sources (like
a warm, tasty mouse) in the dark. Some of the impressive array of sensory modalities
that animals may possess are listed in TABLE 5.1 on the next page.

